A. Subject Related 75 Questions all over the Syllabus:

The syllabus for common entrance test for admission to M.A. English (2017-18) in the state universities of Haryana will be spread over the following books prescribed for B.A. I, II, III by Common Syllabi Committee in English.

1. *Literature and Language I*, Edited by: Loveleen Mohan, Randeep Rana, Jaibir Singh Hooda
   Publisher: Orient Blackswan


6. *Interpreting A Play: The Merchant of Venice and Developing Composition Skills* by Deepthi Dharmani, Pankaj Sharma and Umed Singh.

B. General Awareness 25 Questions Covering the following:

- Current Affairs (National/International)
- Major Social/Economic/Political News
- Who’s Who/personalities
- Sports
- Books and Authors
- Awards and Honors
- Science – Inventions and Discoveries
- Popular Abbreviations
- Important Dates
- National/International Organizations